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INTRODUCTION

Choking limits and flow variables for
passages are important parameters in

one-dimensional, commessible flow in heated
the design of gh-coo~ed beam stops and g&-

~ool~- reactor c;res, boih usually having heli~ as he coolant and gra@e as ‘the
heated wall. Choldng lengths are considerably shortened by wall heatin~ and both the -
solutions for adiabatic and isothermal flows overpredict these limits. Consequently, an
unchoked cooling channel configuration designed on the basis of adiabatic flow maybe
choked when wall heat transfer is considered.

Subsonic passage flows choke when the exit Mach number approaches unity (isothermal
flows are an exception which will not be discussed here). The local Mach number within
the passage will increase towards the exit for either of two reasons or a combination of
the two. Both reasons are the result of a decrease in gas density with increasing axial
position caused either by (1) a fictional pressure drop or (2) an increase in static
temperature as a result of wall heat transfer.

General formulations for treating ondimens ional, constant area compressible flows
with combined friction and wall flux constant have been described in References 1 and
2. The treatments suffer in two respects: results are omitted for prescribed wall heat
flux, and the Reynolds analogy is enforced. The latter shortcomin~ which relates heat
transfer coefficient to friction factor, is known to work well for hydraulically smooth
passages, but over predicts the heat transfer coeffiaent for rough passages that maybe
encountered for graphite and other materials. The purpose of this work is to present
generalized graphical results to readily permit passage design for monatomic gases, the
results including accommodation of any independently specified friction factor, heat
transfer coeffiaent, and wall heat flux. Only constant area passages are considered, and ~
the specified wall heat flux is taken to be uniform.

This work was motivated by the need to determine choking limits in the design of the
W energy, heliumaled graphite beam stop (Reference 3) used for the Accelerator
Production of Tritium (APT) program.

FORMULATION

The gas is assumed to be ideal, satisfying the state equations of Appendix Al, the
definitions in Appendix A2, and the empirical laws of Appendix A3. The continuity,

“Workperformedunderthe auspicesof the US Departmentof Energyby the LawrenceLivermoreNational
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momentum and energy equations applied to the bulk of the gas at any axial position x
measured from the passage inlet, x = O,are respectively given by

m! A = pu= constant (1)

*+4fp~$=–(rn/A):
dx

(2)

dTo qWperH—=
dx rnCP

(3)

The symbols used aregivenin the nomenclature.

In the energy equation (3), the wall heat flux qW is prescrib&l. Note that the wall
temperature does not appear in any of these equations and will not be required for
solution of these; rather, its value will be subsequently obtained.

With the relationships of Appendices Al and A2, the stagnation temperature To is
related to the static temperature T by the following

(4)

where M and y are the local Mach number and specific heat ratio, respecdvely. Based on
the derivation given in Appendix B, the momentum equation (2) can be written in the
following form after eliminating the pressure gradient using the state equations and
continuity equation (l):

(l+@i2) 1 dT (1-W2) dM2 +4f y M2 =0——— .—
2 TOdx 2M2(l+j3) dx D~ ~1+~)

Combiningthe energyequation(3)with equation(4) yieldsthe following

()
TO h2 . qW~rH(l+p)++ @ ——

2 (l+p) & rncp
(6)

The static temperature gradient dT/dx, in the two simultaneous equations (5) and (6),
can be eliminated to give a single equation for the dependence of the square of the local
Mach, y = I@, on a stretched axial dimension ~ = 4f x/~



whe.m

[1(I+w)+w Yk+(%’l;+C (1-y)

Per~
qw —

~=4r-0 Perw
y4f plcl

(7)

(7a)

(7b) -

In derivingequation (7), the energyequation (3) was integrated to obtain the linear
dependence of stagnation temperature on axial (stretched) distance, this operation
requiringthat the wall heat fluxbe uniform(independentof x). The solution to equation
(7) was obtained by numericalintegrationusing the fourth-orderRunge-Kuttamethod
whose treatment was that of an initial value problemwith all properties known at the
inlet of the passage. The chokingdistance ~- was obtained as the singular point of
equation (7) was approached (1 - y in the denominatorapproaching zero). For ~ e
~-, the solution of equation(7) gives the local Machnumberdistribution,M = fl~.

Withinthe unchoked mgiowthe static temperaturedistributionis recoveredfrom either
equations (5) or (6) since y = I@ has been determined.Based on the same procedure
used to derive equation (5), the static pressuregradientcan also be recoveredin terms of
the local static temperatureand the Mach number,both of which were independently
determined.Consequently,the followingdifferentialequations for static temperature T
and pressure p were also evaluated by numerical integration having the y = I@
distributionknown from the solutionto equation(7):

Z=&[?%-”l (8)

(9)

It was then a simple matter to evaluate the local sonic speed c = (yRT)O”5and velocity u
= Mc from their definitions and the previous results. All other properties of the gas, such
as density, can be evaluated directly (algebraically) using these results and the equations
of state in Appendix Al. Now determination of the wall temperature distribution is
considered.



The local heat transfer coeffiaent h is defined by the ratio of wall heat flux qW to the
difference between wall TW and adiabatic wall Taw temperatures. The local wall
temperature with qWspecified and h known from correlations is then found from the
following

Tw = qW/h + [1 - P (1 -IQ] TO, (lo)

where TO is the known, linearly distributed stagnation temperature obtained from
equation (3), ~ is as defined in equation (4) and ~ is the recovery factor which is taken
as Prandtl raised to the 1/3 power or about 0.88 for most gases. Since ~ and 1- ~ are
both small, the bracketed term in the above is nearly unity, which means the adiabatic
wall temperature is very nearly identical to the stagnation temperature.

It should be mentioned that the heat transfer coefficienth appearing in equation (10) can
apply to either thermally developing (entrance) or fullydeveloped flows, and that none
of the other previous results depend on the variation of h with axial position. In the
fully-developed cases, evaluation of h through standard Nusselt-Reynolds numbers
correlations will require some consideration of temperaturedependent property
evaluation, namely in axial variations of the dynamic viscosity (in the Reynolds number
where the product of density and velocity is constant) and thermal conductivity (in the
Nusselt number).

The parameter q appearing in equation (7a) represents the ratio of total heat transfer
over any length L to the rate of inlet enthalpy, the ratio normalized by the stretched
kl’lgth ~L = 4f L/~ (the parameter Q is independent of L, however). In the gas
dynamics formulations that result (equations (7) through (9)), the friction coeffiaent
appears in only the stretched axial coordinate ~ and the parameter q. The heat transfer
coefficient, which here is independent of friction factor, only appears in equation (10) m
obtaining the wall temperature distributionwhen the wall heat flux is specified. Since m
this formulation the friction factor and heat transfer coeffiaent can be independently
assigned, application of the Reynolds analogy has been avoided, and so the results are
applicable to any smooth or roughened passage.

<

RESULTS

The numerical integration of equations (7) through (9), solved as initial (inlet) value
problems, was performed using variable integration step sizes in the independent
variable & Because equation (1) was imposed into the solution indirectly lhrough its
differentiation, the constancy of the product of density and velocity was used as a good
test for the accuracy of the numerical determinations. Integration step sizes were varied
so that this product varied no more than 1’%0for anyone integration sweep between inlet
and the choked point. Another validation condition that was satisfied was the excellent
comparison (within 1 ‘XO) between the adiabatic choking lengths computed for K = Oand
those calculated from the exact solution (Ref. 1) that exists for the adiabatic case. In
another consistency check, the static temperature distribution obtained by integration of
equation (8) was found to be identical to that obtained by integratingequation (3) and
using equation (4).

The choking lengths for monatomic gases (7 = 5/3) are presented in Figure 1. These wem .

obtained by assigning both the inlet Mach number and the heat transfer parameter K for
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each numerical integration between inlet and the choked point. An example calculation
on the use of Figure 1 is given in Appendix C. Presentation of companion results for each
point of Figure 1 would be too voluminous and would serve little purpose here. Instead,
two points on the Figure 1 are chosen to illustrate the effect of heat transfer and friction
on the choking lengths.

Consider the two points shown in Figure 1. Each has about the same choking point,
namely about I&ax = 4.1. One point, point 1, is on the adiabatic line K = O (all property
variations are caused by friction, none by heat transfer) for which case an inlet Mach
number of 0.3065 applies (see Figure 1). The other point, point 2, is subjected to
significant heat transfer, K = 0.5, and the inlet Mach number must be considerably
reduced to 0.05 to have the same choking length as point 1 at {m = 4.1. The axial
distributions of velocity, static temperature, static pressure and Mach number for the
two points are shown in Figure 2. These are all nonmdized to their respective inlet
values. For the adiabatic case (point 1), the pressure drop by friction causes the density
to decrease with axial position to about 0.3 of its inlet value, which by equation 1, then
causes the gas to accelerate in velocity to about 3 times its inlet value. For the diabatic
case (point 2), wall heat transfer causes the static temperature to rise by a factor of
about 30 times its inlet value, this in turn (by the equation of state) causing a
comparable decrease in gas density, which then accelerates the gas to over 100 times its
inlet velocity. The much larger acceleration for the diabatic case requires it to have a
much lower inletMach number to maintain the same choking length as has the adiabatic
case.
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APPENDIX A

Part 1. State Equations (see Nomenclature)

p = pRT, di = Cp dT, i = enthalpy, c?= yRT, Cp= yR/(y -1)

Part 2. Definitions (see Nomenclature)

M = U/C, To= T + u2/(2Cp), (3=(7-1):, y=w

Part 3. Empirical

Wall shear stress which was used in equation (2) is represented by the friction
factor 4f

o112
Shear stress = 4f ~ /4, 4f = function (Reynolds No., relative roughness)

+-
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APPENDIX B
Derivation of equation (5)

Differentiating the first of Appendix A, Part 1, gives the pressure gradient as

1 dp dp.—= P~+TZ.. R dx

Since pu = constant (from equation (l)), the density gradient is given by

dp _ pdu
~- udx”

Inserdng the last two results into equation (2) and using the definingrelations for c and
M give

(1Rlm 1 ~ ldu2+4f 1 U2=0
—.— ——— ——

dx m2 Z dx D~ 2
(Bl)

Since

we have

u’ = yl?l%lz,

+

du2 ~ dM2 +M2 dT—=
dx dx x 1

Combining equations (Bl) and (B2) gives equation (5) in the text.

(B2)
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APPENDIX C
Example Based on the APT Helium-Cooled

High Energy Beam Stop Baseline Design (Reference 3)

The front module closest to the incotig proton beam has helium cooling slots running
through the graphite transverse to the plane of the beam. The graphite absorbs energy

. deposited by the beam. At the operating beam power, the slots are spaced to give an
interfaaal gas-to-graphite heat flux of 1.5 MWJm2 (4.74 x I@ B/h ft2). The given inlet
gas velocity is 137 m/s ( 450 ft/s), temperature is 93 C (200 F), and pressure is 1.o3
MPa (150 psia). Since the slot thickness is small (0.40 cm) compared to the cooling
channel width (23 cm), the hydraulic diameter is approximately 0.80 cm and PerW =

PerH. The friction factor is about 4f = 0.04 and the heated length is 20 cm. We need to
verify that the heated length is shorter than the choking distance, and we need to find
the graphite-helium interface temperature at the exit (end of heated length).

The entering sonic velocity is calculated to be 1126 m/s (3699 ft/s), so that the entering
Mach number is Ml = 137/1126= 0.122. The parameter ~1 = 0.005. The dimensionless
heat transfer parameter (pis calculated to be 0.418 and K = 0.0512, these based on the
given inlet pressure, friction factor and heat flux. Reference to Figure 1 gives the
maximum dimensionlesschoking lengthas em== 8.5. Therefore

4f~=8.5
D~

or

L-=
0.80 (8.5) = ~70 cm
0.04

Since L=20cm <~= 170 cm, the flow is not choked. Note that the adiabatic
choking limit at the same inlet Mach number is ~mx = 35, giving an adiabatic choking
length of 700 cm. In this example, heat transfer reduces the choking length by a faictor of
about 4, yet the flow remains unchoked.

The exit properties are obtained in this case by integration to the upper limit ~L = 1
corresponding to L = 20 cm, and these are given in Table Cl. The dynamic viscosity and
thermal conductivity for helium are evaluated at the static exit temperature of 244 C
(471 F). The Reynolds number at the exit, based on the hydraulic diameter of 0.80 cm, is
then 54,100. For a Prandtl number of 0.69, the Dittus-Boelter Nusselt number is 124 and
so the exit heat transfer coeffiaent is 3214 W/m%2 (568 B/hft2F). At the exit the values
given in Table Cl allow evaluation of equation (10) for ~ = 0.88 as TW= 711 C. For this
case, this wall temperature is only about 3 C higher than that calculated as if the flow
were incompressible. Compressibility effects will become more important as the heated
length approaches the choking length.
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Table Cl. Exit properties for example of Appendix C

Mach number I 0.1490
Static temmrature, “C 244 I
Stagnation temperature, “C 248
Static pressure 0.9736 P1
Velocitv 1.45 U1

J ,

Sound meed I 1.19 cl
(pi, u1, and cl are the given inlet pressure,

velocitv, and sound stxed. remectivelv)

.
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NOMENCLATURE

A=

=

;=

%-

4f =

h=

K=

m=

M=

P=
P%=

PerW=

qw =

R=

%=

T=

TO =

u=

x =

Y=

P =

P =

‘Y =

t =

v=

cross-sectional

sonic velocity

passage flow area

gas specific heat at constant pressure

hydraulic diameter = 4A/Perw

friction factor defined by eq. (A3)

heat transfer coeffiaent

eq. (7b)

mass rate of flow through passage

local Mach number = u/c

local static gas pressure

heated periphery of passage at any axial position

wetted perimeter

specified wall heat flux

gas constant

recovery factor

Io&l static gas temperature

local stagnation gas temperature

local gas velocity

axial distance measured from inlet

M2

defined by eq. (4)

local gas density

specific heat ratio = 5/3 for a monatomic gas

stretched axial distance = 4f ~
D~

defined by eq. (7a)

Subscripts: 1 = inlet just inside passage

aw = adiabatic wall

o = stagnation property

m = at the choking length
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